CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 5 OCT 61
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: JIM WAVE
ACTION: BELL 10
INFO: DDP, COP, ADDP/A, WH 5, OC 6, S/C 2

PARTY DIR INFO KULA BARQ SITE WAVE 8342
NO NIGHT ACTION

JAZIP PM GARLOCK

REF: WAVE 2174 A-

1. MRR MOUNTED OPR 4 OCT.
   A. MRR FACTION
   B. SHARK, CUBAN OWNED 25' FISHING BOAT.
   C. BEACH LANDING
   D. 053302Z
   E. N2257 MG231
   F. 070432Z
   G. 111133Z
   H. EXFIL OF CARLOS BANDIN AKA LAZARO

2. NO KUBARK INTEREST

3. AT REQUEST OF MRR WAVE ONLY PROVIDED Them WITH FOOD AND FUEL.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: * CABLE PRE-DATES CS FILES. COPY MAY BE SEEN IN SIGNAL CENTER ARCHIVES.